
Dear Mr. Schumacher,

A cover letter allows you to professionally introduce yourself to a prospective
employer. Your goal in writing your cover letter should be to encourage the
employer to read your resume and consider you for a specific position.

Highlight your achievements, skills, experiences, and training that are relevant
to the position you want to get. However, avoid simply repeating the information
you included in your resume. Tailor your cover letter to each employer and job.
Since you are applying for specific roles, give specific examples and events that
demonstrate your ability to perform well if given the position.

Yes, you should maintain a professional air throughout the copy, however, an
exceedingly formal tone may turn off those who read it. Remember to also show
genuine enthusiasm for the job. You can think of it this way: it’s not a suit-and-
tie event, but a smart casual gathering. Steer away from highly personal
information and questions about the position. This includes talking about salary
expectations and company benefits. Instead, reserve such inquiries for the
actual interview.

Make sure you proofread your cover letter before sending it. There are various
online tools that can help you catch minor grammatical or typographical errors.
Additionally, make sure your cover letter is easy to read. Use a simple font like
the one used here. Avoid walls of text, too. Dividing your letter into paragraphs
makes it easy on the eyes and organizes the information you provide.

Best regards,

Ariadne Snyder

January 2, 2025

Noah Schumacher
Recruitment Specialist
Schuester Digital Media Group
123 Anywhere St.
Any City, ST 12345
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Welcome to Pride Pledge.
 

We're so glad you're interested in taking the Pledge and
becoming a supporter.

 
This pack aims to answer many common questions and

queries, and to give you some general information abut who
we are and what we do. 

 
For any further enquiries or questions, check out our website

or email us on info@pridepledge.co.nz. 
 

We look forward to working with you. 

  info@pridepledge.co.nz
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The Pride Pledge is a values-based commitment that organisations and
individuals can take to demonstrate their dedication to the safety, visibility and
inclusion of the rainbow members of their community and workforce, both
internally and externally.

We are now the largest organisation of our kind in Aotearoa. We currently
represent approximately 250 businesses and over 60, 000 employees across a
range of industries including hospitality, finance, insurance, tourism & more.
We’ve run over 30 Rainbow Awareness Training workshops throughout the
country in 2021, both in person and online. 

W H A T  I S  P R I D E  P L E D G E ?
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When organisations or individuals take the pledge, this is the statement and
values they commit to to;

"We commit to all LGBTTQIA+ (rainbow) people having the freedom to be safe,
included, healthy and visible and we will use our voice to actively support and
celebrate rainbow communities."

T H E  P R I D E  P L E D G E  S T A T E M E N T

W H Y  T A K E  T H E  P L E D G E ?

A diverse workplace is a strong and happy one.

Your commitment to the celebration of all people in your organisation has many
benefits. When employees feel accepted and able to bring their whole selves to work,
their organisations see a huge improvement in engagement, wellbeing, and
productivity, as well as employee attraction and retention. Additionally, organisations
who are active and proud in their support for rainbow communities see great
improvement in brand reputation, customer engagement, as well as shareholder
value.
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While we are a Rainbow Tick affiliate and have a strategic partnership with them, we
operate differently. We are not an accreditation service but rather a supporting
partner – working consistently with our subscribing organisations to incrementally
improve their commitment to diversity. Rainbow inclusion is not a destination, but a
continuous journey. The work is never done.

We also offer more options for small businesses and are able to offer services to
organisations that neither have the staff or funds to achieve the Rainbow Tick. 

A R E  Y O U  L I K E  R A I N B O W  T I C K ?

Martin King (he/him) is the Director of Pride Pledge with more than 20
years experience in Human Resources. He is recognised as one of New
Zealand’s most progressive diversity leaders. Martin leads our
Rainbow Inclusivity Training sessions in workplaces and is the brains
behind the Rainbow Inclusivity Stocktake.

Mike Hughes (he/him) is the backbone of the South Pacific Pride
enterprise. A former high school teacher, he provides invaluable
strategic, administrative and future planning support to all South
Pacific Pride portfolios – Pride Pledge, Winter Pride, Roll Out The
Rainbow and The Rainbow Excellence Awards.

George Fowler (he/him) is our newest addition to the Pride Pledge
team, coming on board as our Associate Director in late 2021. George
brings a range of skills to the team; including performative talent,
production skills, lived experience as a transgender man, and an
exceptional ability to operationalise projects.

O U R  T E A M
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"If you are thinking of joining Pride Pledge, it’s a no brainer. Martin’s guidance from
the very first time we chatted has absolutely opened our eyes and minds to why
Rainbow Inclusiveness needs to be a key priority for our business. The stocktake we
just took allows us now to be able to create a meaningful plan and KPIs and to be
able to access the expertise from Marty and his team all the way. We are very excited
and confident for the new year coming!" - Shine LTD, Pride Pledge Subscriber 2022.

"For companies that are thinking about taking the Pride Pledge, I’d strongly
recommend it. With diversity comes strength and engagement, your employees are
happier, they can be their true selves, and your customers, if they feel truly welcome,
then they’ll become your greatest advocates." - Etienne Raubenheimer, Transport
Manager, NZ Ski LTD.

"The Rainbow Inclusion Stocktake provides a valuable insight into Z's rainbow
journey. The process is easy to complete, resulting in a detailed report tailored to Z
that outlines suitable recommendations we can action. With the ability to benchmark
improvements against ourselves and our peers, it becomes integral in our ability to
monitor progress. Having the backing of Martin and his team, with the knowledges
we've gained through the stocktake, sets Z for future success as we strive for an
environment where everyone can bring their true selves to work each and every
day." -  Mike Bennetts, CEO, Z Energy.

"We ensure we have a (Pride Pledge) training session every year … The values of the
Pride Pledge aren’t a tick box process for us here at RealNZ, they are engrained
customs which we practice every day. RealNZ loves working with Martin and the
team and we salute the impressive work they have been doing within Queenstown
and NZ." - RealNZ, Queenstown Attractions & Activities.

"Sky is proud to be one of the first organisations to undertake The Rainbow Inclusion
Stocktake. The process is simple and has given us a quality assessment of where
we're at on our Pride journey. The real value, however, is in the customised action
plan and recommendations so that we are best informed as to where to place our
focus next. As a result, we're excited about our progress and motivated to continue
to make our workplace as inclusive as possible." - Stephanie Whyte, Learning &
Development Manager, SKY.

W H A T  O U R  C L I E N T S  H A V E  T O  S A Y
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O U R  S E R V I C E S

Policy Review and Development
Strategy Review and Development
General Advice and Support
Development of Surveys
Incident and crisis support

a 12 month action plan informed by your Stocktake results
sharing your key actions both internally and externally
completing the Stocktake again in 12 months time to check in on your progress.

RAINBOW AWARENESS TRAINING

Our Rainbow Awareness Training sessions are informative workshops designed to
support organisations and individuals who are wishing to improve their
understanding of LGBTTQIA + people and the rainbow communities to which they
belong. Rainbow Awareness Training is suitable for anyone wanting to become a
better ally, but particularly for those in a professional setting. These sessions are
usually 2 hours long and include useful role plays and a Q & A session. We are able to
run these sessions both in person and online, and we are able to make custom
sessions on requested topics relevant to your workplace on request. 

POLICY CONSULTATION

Our experienced team are happy and able to consult with your business on;

Consulting is available on an hourly rate and/or a fixed fee, subject to the level of
work required. Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with any questions or to request
a quote, tailored to your needs.

PRIDE PLEDGE ACTIVE

ACTIVE is an accelerated Pride Pledge program to help you fast-track your
commitment to rainbow diversity and inclusion in 2022. ACTIVE is a status that
indicates that your organisation has not only taken the Pride Pledge, but also taken
the Rainbow Inclusion Stocktake and is actively committed to:

Being an ACTIVE member also gives you access to our ACTIVE Collaboration
meetings - a great way to shill share and network with organisations on a similar
journey. We’ve created custom digital assets for you to use to show that you are
ACTIVE in accelerating your progress in rainbow inclusion in your workplace. There
are no additional fees associated with ACTIVE, just the standard prices of the
Stocktake.
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A comprehensive Rainbow Events Calendar for 2022
Trans Safety Tips for Hospitality Venues
Trans Safety & Vaccine Passports
Pride Pledge Inclusion Policy Template
And more. 

THE STOCKTAKE

The Rainbow Inclusion Stocktake is a powerful self-evaluation tool to take ‘stock’ of
your organisation’s progress in rainbow visibility, support and inclusion. In just 30
minutes through a simple on-line survey, you can accurately assess where your
workplace is at in your rainbow inclusion journey, generate invaluable data, and start
to plan for future action and improvements.

We take stock of your organisation’s practices in the following 7 categories;
leadership, strategy & purpose, employee engagement and involvement, policy and
practices, training and development, external engagement, and measurement and
reporting.

When you submit your survey, our team gets to work generating a detailed report
based on the data gathered. This report acts as a benchmark from which to review
your progress against other organisations as well as your own progress in future with
a ‘stake in the ground’. This report also generates an Rainbow Diversity and Inclusion
Score for your organisation based on your survey results.

RESOURCES & NEWSLETTERS

Pride Pledge supporters receive short, educational e-newsletters on a range topical
subjects. These ‘1 pagers’ also serve subscribing businesses a monthly challenge or
improvement target, to keep our supporters active in this commitment to better
rainbow allyship. Previous resources have included:

VISIBILITY ASSETS

Visibility is vital. Exhibiting your inclusive values visually shows to the public that
your organisation is a safe space, and that all people are included and celebrated.
When you sign up as a Pride Pledge subscriber, you receive both digital and physical
assets (namely certificates and Pride Pledge stickers) to display your commitment
both online and in-person. We also have progress pride flags for sale on our website.
While  visibility gestures might seem small, they make a big difference in helping your
staff, visitors and customers feel welcome and supported. 

https://pridepledge.co.nz/trans-safety-tips-for-vaccine-passports/
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NETWORKING

We offer many opportunities for our subscribers to network, meet and collaborate
with experts and like minded organisations on a similar inclusion and diversity
journey. Of particular note, in 2022 we are launching Pride Pledge Active
Collaboration Meetings. Every month in 2022 between February and November, the
team at Pride Pledge are hosting informal collaboration meetings – a way to network
with fellow organisations, share tips and progress, and collaboratively problem-solve.
Most sessions feature a guest speaker – an expert on the topic of the month at hand.
For a detailed run down on The Pride Pledge ACTIVE Collaboration Meetings,
download our brochure.

ROLL OUT THE RAINBOW

Roll Out The Rainbow (ROTR) is an initiative that provides an opportunity for the
whole community to visibly show their support for the inclusion of all rainbow people
within our community. Local businesses, and other organisations get to ‘dress’ their
stores, vehicles and offices with pride colours to visibly celebrate diversity. These
ROTR campaigns typically occur during a pride season or similar festival in their local
areas. The ROTR brand provides the opportunity to create a ‘call for action’ and
‘campaign’ that everyone can get involved with during a focussed period of time. Roll
Out The Rainbow was born and grown in Queenstown in 2017 as part of the Winter
Pride Festival, and is currently in it’s fifth year of active campaigns. We launched our
first Auckland campaign with the K’Road Business Association in 2020.

AWARDS

To celebrate the pioneering work of organisations in Aotearoa committed to this
cause, we run an annual awards ceremony. The New Zealand Rainbow Excellence
Awards celebrates workplace leadership, innovation, best practice and collaboration
with organisations committed to rainbow diversity and inclusion. We are the only
rainbow focussed awards programme of our kind in Aotearoa.

The awards are a collaboration between: The Rainbow Tick and ourselves. 2022 will
mark the 4th year of the Awards Programme. Over the 2019, 2020, and our virtual
2021 Awards, we have been able to bring together hundreds of organisations and
individuals from across New Zealand, not only to celebrate, but also to amplify this
important work, and to accelerate progress.

http://www.rainbowtick.co.nz/
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O U R  S U P P O R T E R S

We currently represent approximately 250 businesses and over 60, 000
employees across a range of industries including hospitality, finance,

insurance, tourism & more. Below is just a snapshot of some of the
organisations who are Pride Pledge supporters. 
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T A K E  T H E  P L E D G E

Small: 0-5 Employees
Medium: 6-30 Employees
Large: More than 30 Employees

Taking the Pride Pledge takes just two minutes. It's a great way to show your
commitment to rainbow inclusion and diversity, and gives you access to great
resources, services and communities.  We operate on a subscription basis - signing
your business up to the Pledge entitles you to a calendar year's worth of our
services. We renew subscriptions in November each year. 

We have options and rates to suit businesses of any size including:

G O L D  &  G E N E R A L  L E V E L S

Organisations can choose to take the Pledge at either the Gold or General Level.
While a General membership gives you access to our services, our Gold Supporters
are subscribers who have gone the extra mile to show their support for rainbow
inclusion and diversity. Gold is a way for the businesses to support us more
comprehensively – their extra contribution enables us to reach further, continue to
develop our services and to do more community outreach with not-for-profit
networking, community events and Roll Out The Rainbow.  Our Gold supporters are
also provided with custom digital and physical design work to signify their
commitment. Consider supporting us with a Gold membership when you subscribe!

P L E D G E  A S  A  W I N T E R  P R I D E

S U P P O R T E R

Go the extra mile to support the Winter Pride Festival with your Pride Pledge
subscription. Winter Pride is a festival in a small town with a bold heart, and it’s
made possible with the support of Pride Pledge subscribers like you. 

There are many amazing benefits to going the extra mile in supporting Winter Pride
with your Pride Pledge Subscription. Not only will you be contributing to meaningful
community and awareness building in the Southern Lakes region, but also there are
many networking, promotional and branding opportunities on offer.  For more
information on what sponsoring Winter Pride could mean for your organisation
specifically, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 
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Thank you for your interest in Pride Pledge.
 

Any further questions, don't hesitate to check out our
website or email us on info@pridepledge.co.nz. 

 
We look forward to working with you. 


